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EASE: EPC as a Service to Ease Mobile
Core Network Deployment over Cloud
Tarik Taleb, Marius Corici, Carlos Parada, Almerima Jamakovic, Simone Ruffino,
Georgios Karagiannis, and Thomas Magedanz
Abstract

The objective of this article is to demonstrate the feasibility of on-demand creation
of cloud-based elastic mobile core networks, along with their lifecycle management. For this purpose the article describes the key elements to realize the architectural vision of EPC as a Service, an implementation option of the Evolved Packet
Core, as specified by 3GPP, which can be deployed in cloud environments. To
meet several challenging requirements associated with the implementation of EPC
over a cloud infrastructure and providing it “as a Service,” this article presents a
number of different options, each with different characteristics, advantages, and
disadvantages. A thorough analysis comparing the different implementation options
is also presented.

M

obile data traffic has been growing at an
unprecedented rate over the last few years.
According to forecasts from Cisco, mobile
data traffic will grow at high compound annual
growth rates (CAGR) [1]. New mobile applications, high-end
devices, and the almost ubiquitous high-bandwidth coverage
will further drive this significant growth. Mobile operators are
struggling to cope with these increasing data demands coming
from an ever-increasing number of tablets and smartphones.
Indeed, new technologies, such as Long Term Evolution
(LTE), are helping to increase the capacity of radio access
networks (RAN). However, mobile operators are not taking
full advantage of higher transmission rates provided by the
new radio interfaces, placing even greater demands on core
networks to support many diverse devices and applications.
This shortfall may be attributable to highly centralized core
networks and strong dependency on custom hardware components. In addition, the current core network components are
not designed with elasticity in mind. Indeed, traffic patterns
can be highly dynamic and unpredictable, and operators are
forced to overprovision components considering peak hours,
keeping them unused during off-peak periods. In this situation
it is difficult to balance active sessions with other less loaded
components in real-time and even more difficult to increase
the components’ capacity based on the real-time demands. On
the other hand, it is also difficult to optimize resources during
non-peak hours. Effectively, this may also lead to resources
being wasted in terms of energy, processing, and network (e.g.
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energy and bandwidth) capacity. The waste of resources is
costly and influences directly the Operational Expenditures
(OPEX).
Nowadays, the network of a mobile operator is typically
built using a variety of network appliances. These include the
network entities for control and data planes, the surrounding
platforms used to filter, control, and charge the services
offered to the end-users, and management functions, as well as
the infrastructure needed to deliver services going beyond pure
connectivity (e.g. application servers or IP multimedia subsystem (IMS)). All these entities are typically based on custom
hardware and need to be statically deployed and configured.
Consequently, this whole environment does not support any
elasticity or on-demand features. The network is typically
dimensioned based on the load foreseen for the next three to
five years and the peak hours. For example, to increase the
network capacity, it requires the deployment of new entities in
specific network sites. Hence, the operation of such a static
network is a costly, cumbersome, and time-consuming process.
Furthermore, in the current LTE/EPC or any other mobile
architecture, any network equipment failure causes tremendous strain on mobile operators, as it may lead to temporary
service outage. Indeed, due to the failure of a network node,
all active services in that specific node may be interrupted.
Consequently, end-users may experience poor quality of the
delivered service, such as voice call interruptions and video
glitches. Moreover, the session re-establishment of impacted
users may generate a significant amount of signaling as new
connections with the end users must be established. This may
create a signaling storm at the mobility management level and
may, ultimately, cause total network breakdown.
The solution to the above problems could be found in the
convergence of mobile networks and cloud. That convergence
creates the capability for mobile operators to use network
function virtualization (NFV) concepts [2], in order to virtualize and decentralize their core network to be able to cope
with the upcoming traffic demands. In this way operators can
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create, scale, and deploy network components whenever they
are needed, all in accordance with the particular real-time
traffic conditions. In contrast, cloud platforms are built using
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware, primarily to maximize cost-efficiency of the provided services. This type of
hardware is cheaper (i.e. as it benefits from large-scale selling), homogeneous, and easy to procure, manage, and maintain. It has different characteristics from the high-end, highly
specialized hardware upon which the current generation of
mobile core networks (EPC) is built. General purpose hardware does not provide the same level of redundancy of every
physical element and is not equipped with dedicated processors, for example, for data packet forwarding or for optimizing processing latencies. The convergence between mobile
networks and cloud is challenging, but can be efficiently realized by building these features on top of COTS.
Moreover, cloud services run a virtualized environment in
which the physical hardware resources are shared. CPU,
memory, storage, and networking are provided in abstract
slices to a set of virtual machines (VMs). VMs represent the
most granular manageable entity, being the basic building
block of every cloud service. Virtualization also provides a
number of benefits, including workload consolidation and
scaling, that is, to allocate more resources to a VM (i.e. vertical scaling) or to allocate more VMs to a service (i.e. horizontal scaling), both providing in the end more computational
power. All of these new features pose new requirements on
the design of an EPC for implementation in a cloud computing environment and its offering “as a Service” (aaS). These
requirements lead to numerous challenges that need to be
tackled in the design of EPCaaS, as detailed later. To cope
with these challenges, this article presents a number of different implementation options for EPCaaS, each with different
characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages. It is worth
pointing out that EPCaaS is an implementation of the 3GPP’s
EPC, and as such will implement all the standardized reference points and functions, so that, from the perspective of
another legacy EPC or individual EPC legacy nodes, it will
behave transparently as a non-cloudified implementation of
EPC, with full compliance with the 3GPP standards [3]. In
fact, combined solutions (cloud-based and traditional/legacy)
are some of the most interesting use cases.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. First a
brief overview of the Evolved Packet System (EPS) is provided, highlighting as well some related research work. The main
EPCaaS requirements and their associated challenges are
then discussed. The following section provides a list of possible EPCaaS use scenarios, and the next section describes and
compares an imperative number of EPCaaS implementation
options. Then we discuss the management and orchestration
of EPCaaS. The article is concluded in the final section.

Related Work
Before delving into recent initiatives that are relevant to
EPCaaS, we first give a brief overview of the EPS architecture.
EPS includes both the RAN and EPC networks. EPC has been
designed as a flat all-IP architecture supporting only packetbased services. EPC aims at providing seamless Internet connectivity between user equipment (UE) and correspondent
applications. EPC separates between the control and the user
data planes, enabling LTE connectivity using the native RAN
— the e-UTRAN (Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access
Network) — or legacy technologies (e.g. UTRAN/GERAN).
E-UTRAN’s main component is eNodeBs (eNBs), which have
two interfaces: the X2 interface used to interconnect eNBs,
and the S1 interface connecting eNBs to EPC (i.e. S1-MME
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for control traffic and S1-U for user data traffic). EPC has a
simplified flatter structure, consisting of only a few main entities: mobility management entity (MME), serving gateway
(SGW), and packet data network gateway (PGW). These entities are responsible for forwarding the user traffic to and from
the network, by creating one or more channels with the end
user, namely, bearers. The QoS (Quality of Service) level of
each bearer is decided by PGWs. To efficiently deliver packets
in the core network, the UE states, associated with each EPS
bearer (i.e. the signaling radio bearer and the data radio bearer), are maintained in the volatile storage (e.g. memory) of
MME, SGW, and PGW (and also in UE). The content details
of the EPS bearer can be found in [3]. The GPRS Tunneling
Protocol (GTP) [4] and Proxy Mobile IP (PMIP) are among
the main communication protocols within the EPC architecture. GTP supports two main components: the GTP-U (GTP
user plane), which is used to transfer user traffic in separated
tunnels for mobility management over S1 and S5 interfaces;
and the GTP-C (GTP control plane), which is used to establish, update, and maintain the GTP-U tunnels. Signaling
exchanged over the S11 and S5 interfaces are based on GTPC. MME uses the S1-AP protocol over the S1-MME interface
to transfer radio and GTP tunneling parameters to eNBs.
PMIP is an alternative solution for GTP in S5 and S2b interfaces; the S2a interface also uses PMIP.
Network functions virtualization (NFV) has emerged as an
important topic of inquiry among all major players in the networking domain [2]. It aims at offering network services using
network functions implemented in software and deployed in
an on-demand and elastic manner on the cloud. We will mention several recent works on network virtualization enabled by
the concept of Software Defined Networking (SDN) so as to
virtualize mobile network function over an OpenFlow [5] network.
In several pioneering research papers (e.g. [6, 7]), one sees
from-design-to-implementation ideas of how to move toward
software-defined mobile networks. For instance, the authors
in [6] describe an advancement of EPC utilizing SDN that
allows only the control plane to be moved into a datacenter.
In detail, they extend the OpenFlow to allow the GTP control
plane to be implemented as an application on top of OpenFlow, in this way separating out the GTP control plane and
eventually enabling the entire GTP control plane to be implemented in a datacenter. In [7] the authors go one step further
and introduce the software-defined mobile network architecture that builds on the full decoupling of data and control into
the mobile network user plane and a new control stratum.
The key enablers in their architecture consist of the MobileFlow forwarding engine (MFFE) responsible for the user
plane, and MobileFlow controller (MFC) responsible for the
control plane. Forwarding in MFFE can be fully defined in
software, while the control software can flexibly steer user
traffic to different service enablers that can be distributed
throughout the mobile network. This design is different from
an OpenFlow-based network, as MFFEs are not switch-level
equipment and must support carrier-grade functionality, such
as network layer (i.e. L3) tunneling and flexible charging.
In three recent research works [8–10], virtualization of network functions is furthermore explored. In [8] the authors
present a proof-of-concept implementation of the routing network function over an OpenFlow-enabled network, by externalizing routing decisions from the actual equipment. The
authors use different scenarios, that is, the separation between
IPv4 and IPv6 routing and offering inter-domain routing
under the OpenFlow network to demonstrate the applicability
of the NFV-powered implementation proposed into actual
production environments. In [9] the authors focus on the vir-
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On-demand creation
and lifecycle mgmt.

• Geo-distribution
• Auto-scaling
• Monitoring (i.e. UE, service instance
component, EPC)
• Migration

Challenges

Requirements

standards [2, 12], EPCaaS shall be designed to provide
the same levels of availability, resiliency, service quality,
service continuity support, and fault tolerance that are
provided today by traditional solutions, while at the
• 3GPP standards compliant
Interoperability
same time leveraging the benefits of the cloud, in terms
• Backward-compatibility
of dynamicity, optimized usage of physical resources,
on-demand provisioning of resources on a fine-grained,
• Easier operations
self-service, and near real-time basis. As such, EPCaaS
Improve O&M
• Explore other features: incremental
shall be designed in a way that facilitates:
release upgrade without downtime
• Scaling (horizontal and/or vertical).
• Load balancing among VMs, across servers, and
• A pool of compute, storage, and
across datacenters (DCs) to meet a variable workload
networking
in near-real time.
• VM, as the smallest entity that can be
Cloud-native
• VM migration and access to a shared backend
be managed
database (persistent/non-persistent data).
• A software platform that controls/
• High availability of the components to provide fault
orchestrates VMs
tolerance and resiliency.
• One cannot assume it is provided by
EPCaaS shall also support compatibility with legacy
High availability
the hardware (COTS)
systems, supporting a smooth migration path. Most
(99.999 is a must)
• Fault tolerance and resiliency: design
importantly, it shall incur no additional latency to the
issue?
traffic of both user data and control planes. EPCaaS
shall also support the dynamic adaptability of EPC func• New components added to a
tion instances to topological changes in near-real time,
running instance must not require
monitoring their location, workload, and stability [13, 14].
Scaling (horizontal,
complex and costly configuration
It shall also support incremental software/release
vertical)
operations, especially on other
upgrades on EPC function instances without any downrunning/legacy components
time in service.
Given the above requirements, several fundamental
• Inter-VM, intra-DC, inter-DC
design issues and challenges shall be taken into account
Load balancing
• Improvements on standard-defined
when designing EPCaaS. These give rise to the followstatic and DNS-based mechanisms
ing fundamental questions:
• What are the EPC components that can be virtual• Latency for control plane components
Performance
ized (i.e. deals with complexity of EPC)?
• Throughput for user plane components
• How are these components virtualized, that is, what
are the characteristics and number of VMs on which
Management
• Complexity hiding
each virtualized EPC functional component can be
(i.e. O&M, OSS)
• What and how to virtualize?
deployed?
• How to interwork, that is, not to break interoperabilTable 1. EPCaaS requirements and challenges.
ity with legacy EPCs and other legacy elements, in
particular NMSs (network management systems)?
• How to manage and orchestrate EPCaaS as a whole and in
tualization of EPC. In particular, nodes such as MME, HSS
an end-to-end fashion covering both the service layer (i.e.
(home subscriber server), SGW, and PGW, are mapped
packet data network (PDN)) and RAN [15]?
according to their functions on four alternative deployment
Table 1 summarizes and categorizes the most important
frameworks based on SDN and OpenFlow. Their finding
requirements of EPCaaS and associated challenges.
points to an easier deployment of those EPC nodes that
involves high data packet processing such as tunneling on the
data-plane network element, that is, realized by an OpenFlow
EPCaaS: Scenarios
switch. Hence, they argue for an enhanced OpenFlow network
element, referred to as NE+, which contains additional netThis section describes a set of important use scenarios of
work functions next to the basic OpenFlow protocol. The
EPCaaS. The primary use case consists of a cloud-enabled
work presented in [10] devises an entire framework for the
mobile virtual network operator (MVNO). MVNO usually refers
creation of end-to-end mobile services, including mobile
to the provision of mobile communication services without the
transport networks on the cloud, via a joint or separate virtuneed to own a mobile network infrastructure. It is an important
alization of the EPC and RAN. Besides these classical
player in the mobile telecommunication industry. MVNOs need
research studies, research work presented in [11] addresses
to perform different functions that can either be handled inthe problem of designing and building experimental facilities
house by an MVNO itself or outsourced to a mobile network
to exploit SDN and NFV concepts in the wireless networking
operator (MNO), meaning that MVNOs can adopt different
domain. In [11] the authors present EmPOWER, an experioperating models. This combination of different functions varies
mental testbed offered as an open platform on top of which
from a simple reselling communication services model to a more
novel concepts can be tested at scale.
complex model, which combines the full range of functions of an
MNO, except RAN. In the cloud-based context, a cloud-enabled
MVNO means addressing the issue of running services provided
EPCaaS: Requirements and Challenges
by various stakeholders on top of a cloud infrastructure, with the
aim of incorporating a minimal function of maintaining a busiThis section introduces the most important requirements assoness relationship with the end-users, or a more extensive function
ciated with the implementation of an EPC mobile core netof building a specific MVNO type by integrating services providwork over a cloud infrastructure. As any EPCaaS
ed by (one or all) of the stakeholders involved.
implementation shall be compliant with the original 3GPP
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EPCaaS Implementation Options

The two approaches stem from the original design of EPC
whereby the intention was to clearly separate user data processing functional entities (e.g. SGW and PGW) from control
plane functional entities (e.g. MME, HSS, and policy and
charging rules function (PCRF)), that is, those responsible for
user mobility management, location update, security, and data
session set-up. Control and user data plane entities usually
have different architectures to cope with different requirements. Currently, both types of entities are implemented in
hardware-based devices, but specialized for the different types
of processing. In particular, S/PGWs are designed to achieve
high throughput of user packets, while performing traffic analysis and applying filtering policies. MME and other control
plane entities usually have fewer requirements in terms of
throughput capacity, but stricter requirements in terms of processing latency and computation. For this reason, control
plane entities can be considered as being more suitable to be
virtualized, leveraging the high availability of computing
resources in the cloud. Other drawbacks of the virtualization
of the user data plane are related to the large amount of traffic coursed and the routing performance advantages of specialized hardware in comparison to COTS. However, this does
not mean that user data plane entities are not suitable to be
virtualized in specific scenarios.
In the remainder of this article the focus will be on the full
virtualization approach, in order to demonstrate that both
throughput-demanding services and control/latencysensitive/computational-intensive services can be supported
over cloudified mobile core networks.
As stated earlier, EPCaaS is an implementation of 3GPP
EPC. We do not envision adding any new functional entity to
the 3GPP EPC standard architecture, nor do we envision modifying interfaces between EPC nodes. We only describe how
EPC can be implemented and provided “as a service” in a
cloud computing environment, providing compute, storage,
and networking as atomic services. We note that EPCaaS is an
example of a composed type of service as its entities, used to
represent aspects of service orientation, are a service, a service
instance (SI), and a service instance component (SIC). Therefore, we define as an implementation option a “mapping”
between EPC functional entities and service instance components (SIC), which are eventually mapped on physical/virtual
resources. In the following, we will detail the architecture reference models of four implementation options envisioned for
EPCaaS, as shown in Fig. 2, highlighting some observations we
made about our initial practical implementations [16].

This section describes the development of an efficient EPCaaS
architecture to be deployed, in an on-demand and elastic
manner, on the cloud. It also provides an overview of an overall supporting architecture. For this purpose, a set of considerations were identified regarding the suitability for running
the specific 3GPP EPC functions in a cloud infrastructure,
resulting to two high-level virtualization models (as shown in
Fig. 1):
• Full virtualization: all control plane (CP) and user plane
(UP) functional entities are implemented in VMs. User
data must “traverse” hardware, hypervisor, and operating
system of VMs. Routing and processing of UP is fully “contained” in the cloud, controlled and managed by the management and orchestration framework described later.
• Partial virtualization: only control plane functional entities
are implemented in VMs, while user traffic is forwarded
and handled by high performance hardware switches. The
orchestration framework, described later [15], manages CP
VMs and controls the forwarding of the user plane on the
hardware switches, for example using SDN, for example,
OpenFlow.

1:1 Mapping — Each 3GPP EPC functionality is mapped 1:1
to a running VM (Fig. 2a), which implements all functions
and 3GPP interfaces of that specific entity. For example, one
MME is implemented in one running VM, and one PGW on
another running VM. This implementation version is especially beneficial for an immediate translation of an EPC to a
cloudified version, provided indeed that the legacy software
can be deployed on top of a VM. The functional elements for
this architecture directly follow the 3GPP standards. The reference points within an SIC and between an SIC and the
external entities are the ones defined by 3GPP, thus not
requiring any adaptation in terms of communication protocols
or state machines.
In this architecture each running VM is state-full in regards
to the individual service consumers; that is, it stores the data
of the session state for the users, including the UE mobility
context, the bearer context, and the security context. The data
is valid only for the duration of the user session, not being
permanently stored. It is worth noting that some sessions, such
as basic connectivity, may have a long duration, for example,

In contrast to an MVNO, an MNO owns a mobile network
infrastructure, which includes implementation of all relevant
network entities, from EPC itself, through the surrounding
platforms used to manage and charge the services offered to
the end-users, to the infrastructure needed to deliver services
going beyond pure connectivity. The cloudification of EPC
and of the aforementioned surrounding platforms creates the
opportunity for an MNO to move to a completely different
network paradigm, where the network functions (e.g. MME,
PGW, SGW, and HSS) that are used to be implemented on
physical boxes and deployed on specific points of presence
(PoPs), become workloads running on top of a cloud infrastructure. The workloads, instantiated in the cloud, are not
statically bound to a specific location, but can be transparently
moved between physical servers located in the same datacenter or across datacenters, without causing any service disruption to end-users. In addition to the obvious advantage of
reducing the heterogeneity of deployed hardware, this
approach allows the evolution from today’s mostly static
deployments to highly dynamic network implementations,
where the network topology, configuration, and dimensioning
can be changed over time depending on a variety of factors. It
also offers advantages for end-users in terms of improved
quality of experience by introducing the concept of dynamic
workload placement. Nevertheless, the most significant enduser advantage should be the reduction in the service fees.
An important use scenario furthermore is an end-to-end
(e2e) service, which is a composed service that comprises subservices that are combined together with additional logic and
configuration (integration) in order to make a new end-to-end
service offering. Typically, in mobile networks there are three
main service domains: wireless access service or RAN domain;
EPC service or core network domain; and packet data network domain. These service domains can also be offered as
compute and storage services as part of a datacenter domain.
It is possible to offer these services in an integrated, orchestrated, and uniform fashion, to a stakeholder (e.g. mobile
application developer) that offers application services,
referred to as the application services provider (ASP), directly
to its service consumers (or individual end-users). These services can be offered with additional support services, such as
an operations support system (OSS) and business support system (BSS).
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Figure 1. Virtualization approaches: Full vs. Partial EPC Virtualization.
for as long as a device is connected to the network, which is
currently increasing with the always-connected mobile devices.
Every running VM requires a specific configuration of
EPC-related parameters (e.g. GPRS timers, access point
name (APN) definitions, and pre-emption policies), a specific
configuration of networking parameters (i.e. IP addresses on
the virtual interfaces), and interfaces toward the O&M systems.
To support SIC elasticity, a new component of the same
type as the previous ones may be started, moved, or stopped.
The introduction of the new component in the system can follow an automated version of the legacy hardware deployment
procedures, not requiring modifications on the legacy element
management systems (EMSs).
The 1:1 mapping architectural option is conceptually simple, as it requires no major changes to the current deployment
model of EPC (one function–one hardware device), and is
also the first one we have practically realized [16]. However, it
should be noted that this architectural option has some disadvantages. First, the automatic configuration of virtual EPC
components presents a scalability challenge. Each virtual component must be configured with a different set of 3GPP-specific parameters, and when the SIC needs more capacity and
more virtual components are instantiated, scalability problems
may arise in managing and maintaining the configuration of a
high number of VMs. In the 1:1 implementation described
in [16], a complete EMS system had to be developed specifically for this type of operation. Moreover, there are also
impacts on external nodes (real or virtual). For instance, when
adding a new MME to an MME pool, a configuration change
is needed on all eNBs managed in that pool and this, in turn,
poses unexpected requirements on EMSs of eNBs, which
today have static behaviors. Specifically, eNBs should be able
to recognize dynamic IP address allocations to MME.
Second, instantiating new virtual components to increase
capacity is a relatively straightforward operation (instantiate a
new virtual component and configure it), but decreasing
capacity by turning them off (as the load decreases) is a complex operation, because virtual components are state-full; that
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is, each of them contains the state of active user sessions, and
the virtual components cannot simply be shut down without
impacting ongoing user sessions. Transferring this user state
to other virtual components is theoretically possible. For
example, 3GPP has defined a MME relocation procedure, but
these procedures imply additional signaling overhead.
Finally, each virtual component should be managed, as any
other core network node in any operator network, by one (or
many) external NMS. During scaling, when the number of
components increases, there can be additional scalability
requirements on the O&M itself, to be able to scale at the
same speed. From our implementation perspective [16], NMS
and the management and orchestration have comparable
complexity in terms of controlling the system deployment and
configuration.

1:N Mapping — Each 3GPP EPC network function is decomposed into multiple elements of the following three types,
which collectively build a virtual component pool (Fig. 2b):
• The front end (FE), which takes care of the communication
interfaces toward other entities. It terminates specific interfaces and protocol state communication between entities
(e.g. it terminates GTP protocol).
• A stateless virtual component, named worker (W), which
actually implements the logic of that specific EPC functional entity. Each worker is logically connected to a storage
named “operational data storage,” which stores log files
and possibly other information needed for the basic operations and troubleshooting of the service.
• The state database (SDB) contains user session state. This is
the central point where the state information handled by
the workers (W) is stored. This feature makes the workers
(W) stateless.
This implementation model, as shown in Fig. 2b, follows
the multi-tiered web services deployment model for cloudbased applications. Each network function instance of EPC is
therefore implemented by instantiating multiple virtual component pools, each one corresponding to a former 3GPP EPC
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Figure 2. Architecture reference models of four implementation options envisioned for EPCaaS. a) 1:1 mapping; b) 1:N mapping;
c) N:1 mapping; d) N:2 mapping.

functional entity. Each component pool is seen by an external
entity as a single EPC node, terminating all the 3GPP standard interfaces of that specific entity. As a side effect, only
one configuration of EPC-specific parameters is needed per
pool. This design simplifies O&M from external nodes, lowering the number of logical management connections compared
to the 1:1 mapping.
Workers share the same EPC-specific node configuration
and are state-less. As such, they can scale out/in without
impacting external connected peers and independently from
other VMs, while all the state information is stored and provided by SDB. Therefore, auto-scaling rules can be set for
each pool independently from other pools and horizontal scaling.
The scaling of SDB, which is a state-full component, is possible although it requires careful design, for example, for the
choice of the database (e.g. SQL or NoSQL). Moreover, load
balancing can be implemented in a more granular way (with
respect to 3GPP mechanisms, which are based on DNS),
exploiting all available workers. Additionally, multiple front
ends for the same workers may be placed in the network scaling based on current 3GPP mechanisms.
A final important aspect of this architecture is that it
enables high availability of EPCaaS as a whole, because a
state-less component can fail without causing disruption of the
ongoing user sessions. This provides the required robustness
and resiliency to the failure of a VM as well as physical
servers (as long as the mapping between physical and virtual
machines is cautiously performed). However, there are some
possible disadvantages to this implementation option. First,
there may be possible synchronization issues between the different virtual components, which will result in serialization of
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the access to SDB, deterring the overall system performance,
especially when SDB is acting as a distributed storage. Additionally, the processing of a specific control or data plane
message has to pass through multiple nodes — at least one
FE, one worker, and one SDB, which increases the design
complexity since it requires a specific level of synchronization
between these components and may introduce longer processing delays.
Due to the high complexity of the design, expected high
delays as well as due to the lack of readiness to support such
features in the current available software, we have decided to
implement such a 1:N architecture only for specific dedicated
EPC components which relate to EPCaaS support to non3GPP access networks, not presented in this article [16].

N:1 Mapping — In the N:1 mapping option of EPCaaS (Fig.
2c), all the functional entities of EPC are collapsed into one
virtual component, named merged-EPC, which fully implements all EPC components. It has the functionality of all control and user plane functional entities of EPC — MME,
SGW, PGW, HSS, and PCRF — conceptually acting as a single application server providing the whole connectivity service.
Each subscriber (or a group of subscribers, depending on
the maximum capacity of an SIC) is served by one mergedEPC containing all the specific user session state information.
Since all interfaces between EPC functional entities serving
the same subscriber are contained in one virtualized component, it is straightforward to optimize internal processing of
control and user plane messages for that particular subscriber.
Specifically, for each 3GPP EPC interface, the messages can
be directly forwarded between processes implementing the
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Mapping option

1:1

1:N

N:1

N:2

Basic concept

Each EPC component is
mapped to a VM

Each EPC component
becomes a pool of
resources

Processing for an
end-device happens in a
single component

Same as N:1 with
control-data plane split

Rationale

Maintaining the complete
consistency with legacy

Based on the web services
paradigm

Low delay, high
parallelization using
uniform functions

Low delay, high
parallelization, controluser plane split

Advantages

Simple

• Stateless design facilitating
–Scaling
–High availability
–Load balancing
• Complexity hiding
• Easy backward
compatibility

• Minimal number of
interfaces
• Highly low delay
processing
• High parallelization of
the same component

• Control and user data
planes split
• Stateless design
• Fewer interfaces

Disadvantages

• Scaling is not easy:
automatic configuration
and O&M are complex
• Design is not faulttolerant: if a VM fails,
all the sessions are gone.

• Possible synchronization
issues between components
• Possible larger processing
delay due to passing
through multiple nodes

• Less granular scaling
• Mixture of control and
data planes

• Scaling is less granular
than 1:N
• Scaling of user plane
component is not
trivial

Table 2. Comparison among the four envisioned EPCaaS mapping options.
logic of the different EPC components, thus making redundant at both interface ends the following functionality:
• The reference point state machine (e.g. S11, S5, and S6a)
synchronizing the end user state.
• The communication protocol state machine (e.g. diameter,
GTP, and S1-AP) enabling consistent communication
between the two entities.
• The encoding and decoding of the communication messages
into the specific protocol format, enabling the transfer of
binary self-designed data structures.
In a more radical format, the message queue, which enables
the forwarding between the different worker processes implementing the different EPC components, may be further
merged into a single worker procedure, thus not requiring any
internal synchronization at all.
Each merged-EPC has a separate address space for subscribers and separate storage for subscriber data and session
data. It is worth noting that only local storage is needed in
this option, and not a fully-fledged database system, unlike
the 1:N option, which places higher performance and resiliency requirements on the database.
Having all EPC interfaces internal to the single mergedEPC, the only remaining external interfaces are the ones
toward the PDN to which the user is connected (e.g. Internet
and SGi), RANs (e.g. eNBs and S1), and toward the O&M
and billing system of the cloudified EPC service provider.
However, it is worth noting that this option, while achieving
the highest possible optimization as a software realization of
EPC, presents management problems similar to those highlighted for the 1:1 mapping option. In particular, management
of a potentially high number of virtual components can pose
scalability challenges on both management entities and external/legacy nodes and networks, although this issue can be alleviated by having all components of the same type (absolute
uniformity of the network). Moreover, subscriber data management is highly complicated in this option, as the (before
centralized) HSS is actually split into smaller databases, each
containing information about a small number of subscribers.
This indeed poses hard scalability requirements on the (external) provisioning platform. Another important limitation consists in the fact that interfaces between EPC components
become internal, making it impossible for an operator to use
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multi-vendor solutions. Each EPC has to be provided by a single vendor.
In order to alleviate these limitations, one implementation
option is to combine the N:1 mapping with a 1:N design
through the introduction of a load balancer and a user state
database for the single merged-EPC component, and through
this to use the advantages of the 1:N design for scalability and
state sharing, and the advantages of the N:1 design for processing simplicity, management uniformity, and short service
delay. For the sake of simplicity, this hybrid implementation
model is not further presented.

N:2 Mapping — The N:2 implementation architecture
model, shown in Fig. 2.d, is a refinement of the previous N:1
mapping wherein the control and data planes are split. A split
may be necessary due to the different processing needs of the
two types of components. For example, for each message
received, the control components fetch the state of the relevant UE from the subscriber state repository, analyze the
message, make different access control and policy based decisions, and then update the specific state. Instead, for the data
path components, the state should not be modified and the
data packets should be immediately forwarded. Additionally,
from the UE perspective, the control procedures may have
longer delays compared to the user data path forwarding.
For the N:2 implementation option, the following virtualized components are defined:
• The state database (SDB) has the same functionality as SDB
of the 1:N option.
• A control (CTRL) component encompassing all the control
functions of EPC. In particular, the CTRL functions include
the functions of MME, PCRF, HSS, and the control plane
relevant functions of SGW and PGW.
• A switch (SW) component handling only user data packet
processing and policy enforcement. Thus, it functions as
SGW-U, PGW-U (i.e. user plane functions of S/PGW), or a
combination of the two.
The switch component could remain non-virtualized and
reside outside the cloud; this would result in an implementation
of the partial virtualization approach presented earlier (Fig. 1).
This implementation architecture enables a large part of
the advantages of the N:1 option, including short delay pro-
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Service manager
Configuration and
cessing, a small number of interfaces, and high uniscaling policies
formity, with the ability to separately handle conMonitoring
EPCaas SO
trol and user plane messages. However, it shares a
SLA
large part of the limitations of the N:1 option,
SO-D
Triggers
ITG
especially the scaling of the user plane compoBilling
nents.
Other SOs
This implementation option was practically realSO-E
STG
ized by using the Fraunhofer OpenEPC toolkit and
the adapted management and orchestration of the
1:1 option [16]. Although less flexible than the 1:1
EPC
VMs
configuration
configuration
option, due to the very low delay of the control
and user planes, the N:2 option presented large
Cloud controller
advantages in terms of complexity management,
thus making it more suitable for fast deployments
of customized core networks.
HSS
For the sake of illustration and readability,
HSS
HSS
Table 2 compares the four envisioned implementation options, briefly describing the basic concept of
VM
each and the rationale behind it, highlighting the
advantages and pitfalls of each. It should also be
noted that the implementation options described
Figure 3. High level diagram of the EPCaaS service orchestrator’s archiabove may be grouped into other hybrid versions,
tecture.
wherein for each subscriber one of the parallel
running implementations is selected, for example,
• Implement: with a service design, the service is implementdepending on its subscriber profile. Additional implementaed. This entails the implementation of the SM and SO.
tion options may be further considered, especially in regard to
• Deploy: in order for the SM to take requests to create new
the transfer of part of the functionality to what is currently
service instances, the SO needs to be deployed using the CC.
considered as the radio access network and to its virtualiza• Provision: this phase is when the SO is instantiated and begins
tion.
to create the services necessary to satisfy the SO’s needs.
• Runtime and operation: the SO has completed its job of
Management and Orchestration of EPCaaS
providing the corresponding tenant with the requested service instance and is now monitoring and managing the serThe entire lifecycle management of EPCaaS is performed by
vice instance. It is during this step when scaling in and out
the service orchestrator (SO) as part of the architecture
of components is carried out. Scaling in occurs when a comdescribed in [15] and schematically depicted in Fig. 3. In this
ponent is releasing resources; scaling out occurs when new
architecture, all functional elements are implemented as serresources are allocated to a component.
vices, implemented, in turn, by resources that operate ser• Disposal: the service instance’s sub-components are
vice-related entities. These entities are managed in a
destroyed and deleted.
common consistent fashion regardless of their category by
The SO makes decisions and manages the initial provisionthree key architectural entities. The service manager (SM),
ing and scaling of EPCaaS. A high-level diagram of its archiwhich offers to enterprise end users (EEUs), for example,
tecture is shown in Fig. 3. Details of its initial implementation
MNOs, multi-tenant capable services, and an external interare provided in [16]. The SO includes the following high-level
face, both programmatic and visual. Moreover, the SM is
functional blocks:
used in two dimensions: the business dimension, which
• SO decision (SO-D): functional entity deciding on the EPCaaS’s
encodes business agreements, and the technical dimension,
virtual component deployment during the initial EPC provisionwhich manages the different SOs of a particular tenant. The
ing and the runtime phases. SO-D includes a policy engine that
SO embodies how a service is actually implemented and is
is able to customize the specific EPCaaS service instance accordcontrolling the complete end-to-end orchestration of a sering to the requirements of the EPC customer (e.g. MVNO).
vice instance, including creation and scaling. The SO moni• SO execution (SO-E): functional entity handling the
tors metrics related to the service instance. The third key
EPCaaS deployment or disposal management. This entity
architecture entity is the cloud controller (CC), which is
communicates to the CC, for the new EPCaaS SIC deployused to deploy, provision, and dispose SOs. Moreover, the
ment, as it needs to transmit configurations to the CC for
CC is responsible for cloud infrastructure resource provirunning or stopping a specific SIC, including the additional
sioning and deployment, together with the management of
information that is required at the start-up of SIC. Addivirtual resource coordinating with the SO. The technical lifetional to the provisioning and the configuration of the virtucycle of a service is controlled by the management and
al machines running the EPCaaS components, SO-E has
orchestration framework associated with the particular serthe role to configure the EPCaaS software running on these
vice, such as EPCaaS.
virtual machines. For this purpose, it directly communicates
Indeed, for provisioning, orchestrating, and managing
with the EMS collocated within the same virtual machine
EPCaaS, interactions among the SM, SO, and CC must be
with the EPC components.
considered, which are developed as part of the cloudified ser• Infrastructure template graph (ITG): the infrastructure
vice enablement platform and contextualized specifically for
graph is a data structure that contains the topology of the
EPC; the role of each is detailed below. EPCaaS follows a
hosts underlying the EPCaaS instances. ITG has the role to
common lifecycle model based on the lifecycle of telecom serprovide information on the substrate for the received
vices as standardized by TMF (TeleManagement Forum),
parameters and for the decisions contextualizing SO-D to a
including the following stages:
specific instance.
• Design: at this stage the service’s technical design is carried out.
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Figure 4. ETSI NFV architecture (copied from [17]).

• Service template graph (STG): STG is a data structure that
describes the current EPCaaS SIC topology as deployed on
top of the infrastructure, including the network connections, the interfaces, and the resources consumed.
As stated earlier, the EPCaaS SO makes decisions based on
various inputs, that is, triggers, STG, and ITG information, as
well as on internal policies for the specific EPCaaS of EEUs.
The triggers that the EPCaaS SO receives may include the
following:
• Explicit requests from the SM: the SM may request a new
EEU service topology or may change policies and parameters for instantiated and automated runtime service.
• Triggers from other SOs: other SOs transmit information on
STG modifications of other services cooperating with the
EPCaaS services (e.g. RAN as a service (RANaaS)) provided by the EPCaaS SO.
• Triggers from supporting services: a monitoring service may
notify the SO on passing the load thresholds, both high
and low. The SO may be notified about the impossibility to
fulfill the service level agreement (SLA) of running
EPCaaS. Additionally, the SO may receive explicit notifications on the current resource availability to be consumed
by an EPCaaS instance, optionally, along with billing information.
The CC supports the deployment, provisioning, and disposal of SOs. For this purpose, it is able to instantiate virtual networks, to instantiate virtual machines, to connect them to the
virtual networks, and to dynamically allocate to them IP
addresses. The CC functionality acts as a wrapper toward the
specific service deployments of the northbound interface of
OpenStack, the de-facto open source standard for cloud computing research activities [15].
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The ETSI NFV Industry Specification Group (ISG) was
formed to analyze the issues of the virtualization of traditional
network functions. The working group has released the first
version of their reference architecture [17], along with a terminology document [18]. Although the definition of both the
architectural functional entities and the reference points is an
ongoing effort, it is worth analyzing here the current ETSI
NFV management and orchestration (MANO) framework and
comparing it to the architecture described above. Figure 4 represents the ETSI NFV architecture: a complete description is
out of the scope of this article, but can be found in [17]. The
architecture, depicted in Fig. 3, follows and extends the current
MANO framework. Indeed, compared to MANO, the
described architecture is based on a more granular approach
to functionality, enabling a large set of heterogeneous services
to be composed into a single virtual network deployment,
enabling turn-key solutions for end-to-end communications.
Effectively, ETSI NFV does not explicitly address service-oriented concepts, although a VNF could be considered as the
instantiation of a service (i.e. a service instance in the architecture described herein), composed of a single VM or of multiple VMs, whose interconnection is defined by a service graph.
Table 3 details a possible mapping between our envisioned
architectural elements and the ETSI NFV elements. The
aggregation of the new core network functions, namely the
SM, SO, and CC, and the cloud-based systems, such as OpenStack, has the exact functional role as the ETSI MANO framework. For instance, the EPCaaS SO described above represents
the MANO virtual network functions manager (VNF Manager), being one of the initial practical implementations of such a
solution, proving that the NFV MANO architecture is feasible
for further production. Additionally, our envisioned functions
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Proposed architecture

ETSI NFV architecture

Service instance

VNF.

Service instance component

VNF component (if the VNF is composed by multiple VMs, otherwise there is a one-to-one mapping
between SI/SIC-VNF/VNF component).

Service orchestrator

VNF manager, but SO also has some functions in common with the ETSI NFV orchestrator.

Service manager

No corresponding entity; SM is actually a higher level entity, which EEUs interact with (also possibly
through a GUI). Such interaction is not in the scope of ETSI NFV. However, some SM functions can be
covered in the orchestrator (namely the realization of "network services" mentioned in its definition).

Cloud controller

No corresponding entity; CC is designed to provide an environment where SOs run with an SDK for SO
implementation. It acts basically as an “actuator” of the SO logic, but, besides atomic services, it also
manages support services and network connectivity. Its functions could be covered by an interaction of
VNF manager, virtualized infrastructure manager, and orchestrator1 together.

OpenStack,2
with extensions for metering

Virtualized infrastructure manager.

SO bundle

Service, VNF and infrastructure description; ETSI NFV definition of this information model is vague, but
it contains data similar to the ones contained in SO bundle (apart from the SO code, which is CC specific). It is worth noting that STG and ITG seem to be a super-set of the VNF-FG, which only deals with
network connectivity.

1

ETSI NFV orchestrator has in fact an interface towards virtualized infrastructure manager (Or-Vi); envisioned CC has also an interface
towards “the Cloud.”
2 OpenStack is not an element of the envisioned architecture, but rather a reference technology. It has been included in the table since it
may be an example of technical realization of an ETSI virtual infrastructure manager. Other relevant examples could be VMware
vCloud director.

Table 3. Comparison among the four envisioned EPCaaS mapping options.
add a northbound interface through the SM toward the endusers of cloud services that is not in the scope of ETSI, as currently NFV mainly addresses single-operator environments. In
this vein it is worth noting that the SM provides an easy means
to comprehend and to adapt the EPCaaS structure requiring
medium skill level for administration. Since a full, precise
mapping of the two architectures is not possible, we are not
analyzing here the mapping of the reference points. However,
it can be noted that some interfaces could be mapped on our
envisioned reference points. For example, Vi-Vnfm corresponds roughly to the southbound interface of the CC, and
Ve-Vnfm corresponds to the service-specific interfaces
between SICs of EPCaaS services and SO.

Conclusion
Mobile operators are in a highly dominant and advantageous
position as they “own” the network and thus can provide
guarantees to services that no other cloud service provider can
do so far. However, they are not exploiting the situation to
their advantage. Indeed, they need to leverage the cloud and
understand how to adapt to cloud technologies. Understanding this, the cloudification of mobile core networks may be
the first step in unlocking this potential. In this vein, this article discussed the feasibility of “cloudifying” mobile core networks, in particular EPC as specified by 3GPP, highlighting
the requirements and challenges associated with this vision of
EPC as a service. For that, the architectural composition of
EPCaaS has been demonstrated along with a number of different implementation options. Importantly, each implementation option is thoroughly motivated, each with different
characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages, because they
need to cope with different challenges associated with an ondemand creation of a cloud-based elastic EPC service. Furthermore, the article introduced the EPCaaS management
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and orchestration platform that provides a way to manage
network functions very similarly to IT application services,
that is, following a service-centric approach, facilitating
automation, control, and management of the service itself. In
particular, it enables the EPCaaS composition and orchestration as well as orchestration across multiple domains and service
types. While this article provides a concise overview on EPCaaS
and its challenges, further details can be found in [16, 19].
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